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Revolution Command Council Decision 42 in 1986
Sentenced in 11/1/1986
**********************
In accordance with revolution command council of (a) item of forty-two from
edict from revolution command council in its session in 11/1/1986 the follows:
1. Tameem Governor had the suitability to grant and own any citizen which the
specialized management agrees to transfer him to Tameem Governorate an
inhabitance land without substitute and he will be lend a debt from mortgage
Bank. Except him also, from lawful rules that prevent him to be enjoyed by
these two privileges.
2. The one who is included by these rule decisions after gaining him the decided
financial grant and inhabitance land for a permanent staying in Tameem
Governorate. Also, he is not permitted to rent his house for others unless taking
the agreement of the specialized management. Verse Versa, this grant will be
taken from him with the interests according to the price benefit that was decided
from Rafedein Bank then, moreover, double land estimated price will be taken
from him counted on the basis of the decided land price of Tameem Governorate
according to Presidency Dewan Instructions.
3. Except from the decided procedures that mentioned in (2) item of this
decision the person who is powerless and had conditions obliged him to stay in
the mentioned Governorate but this must be confirmed by the specialized
management and North Affairs Committee.
4. The rules of this decision must be included also, for the previous transference
affairs beginning at its date of sentencing it if they were provided by the needed
conditions. The included people by the conditions of this decision would be
granted by all decided privileges which they were not yet exchanged for them.
5. North Affairs Committee and specialized Ministers must have the
responsibility of implementing this decision.

Sadam Hussein
Chief Revolution Command Council
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